בס”ד

May there

נא לא לדבר בשעת התפילה
PLEASE NO CONVERSATION DURING SERVICES
WEEKDAY DAVENING INFORMATION

שבת פרשת ויצא
SHABBAT PARSHAT VAYEITZEI
10 KISLEV/DECEMBER 10
Haftorah is Hosea: 12:13-14:10. The final time for
Kiddush Levanah of Kislev is all Tuesday night,
December 13 (14 Kislev).
FRIDAY NIGHT
CANDLE LIGHTING - 4:10 PM
MINCHA - 4:15 PM
TZAIT - 5:13 PM
SATURDAY
SHACHARIT YOUTH - 8:20 AM
SHACHARIT MAIN - 8:45 AM
LAST KRIAT SHEMA - 9:30 AM
MINCHA - 3:55 PM
SHKIA - 4:28 PM
MAARIV/HAVDALAH - 5:13 PM
—————
BULLETIN INFORMATION
TO REQUEST A BULLETIN
ANNOUNCEMENT (BY 7:00 PM
WEDNESDAY) OR DEDICATE A
BULLETIN FOR $36 ($54 W/PHOTO),
EMAIL SEPLOTNICK@GMAIL.COM.

Sunday
(12/11)

Monday
(12/12)

Tuesday
(12/13)

Earliest Talit

6:09 AM

6:10 AM

6:11 AM

6:12 AM

6:12 AM

6:13 AM

Shacharit

8:15 AM

6:15 AM

6:25 AM

6:25 AM

6:15 AM

6:25 AM

Gedolah

Wednesday Thursday
(12/14)
(12/15)

Friday
(12/16)

12:13 PM 12:14 PM 12:14 PM 12:15 PM 12:15 PM 12:15 PM

Mincha (Sun/Fri)
- Maariv

4:15 PM

8:00 PM

8:00 PM

8:00 PM

8:00 PM

Shkia

4:29 PM

4:29 PM

4:29 PM

4:29 PM

4:29 PM

Tzait

5:14 PM

5:14 PM

5:14 PM

5:14 PM

5:14 PM

4:15 PM

Kiddush is sponsored by Joyce Heller to commemorate the Yahrzeit of
Joyce’s father, Oscar Muellerע”ה, ( יהושע בן שבתי ולאהmay his neshama
have an aliyah) and in honor of the engagement of her nephew Barry
Mueller to Zissis Hanfling (may the beautiful couple be elevated in the
building of a faithful house of Israel).

Coach Gila Presents . . .

Moms Need to Eat Too!
Preparing Healhy On-The-Go Lunches

CONGREGATION AHAVAT ACHIM
18-25 SADDLE RIVER ROAD
FAIR LAWN, NJ 07410-5909
201-797-0502
WWW.AHAVATACHIM.ORG

8:00pm
Monday, December 12, 2016
Congregation Ahavat Achim
1825 Saddle River Road
Fair Lawn, NJ
Admission:
$10 Ahavat Achim Sisterhood Members
$15 nonmembers

Rabbi Ely Shestack

President Aryeh Brenenson
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For information contact:
sisterhood@ahavatachim.org

RSVP's requested but your presence is always welcome!

Kiddush Information
Kiddush cleanup for the month of
December is Winchester, Wolfson,
Zarabi, Zezon, Agress, Banner, BenBiniamin, Bernstein, Bickel, Borsuk,
Brenenson, Brooks, Chass, Dubin
Kiddush setup for this Shabbat is
Kempin, Kor, Lewissohn
Kiddush setup for next Shabbat is
Farajan, Kirschenbaum, Levine
To sponsor a Kiddush
($1000/$613/$318 plus scotch) send
an email to gplotnick@aol.com.

Fair Lawn Community Events
Dec. 17 – Trivia Dinner, Motzei
Shabbat, SHOMREI TORAH. Details
at www.shomrei-torah.org/event/trivia or
email ShomreiTrivia@gmail.com.
Dec. 18 – “Breast Cancer: Can it
Happen to You?”, presented by the
HackensackUMC Surgical Breast
Practice, 7:30 PM, SHOMREI
TORAH. For details, click here: Breast
Cancer Discussion.
Jan. 7 - Melave Malke, at the home of
Rabbi & Rebetzin Belizon (33-01 Berdan
Ave.), 7:45 PM, YIFL. For details, click
here: Second Annual Melave Malke.

Adult Education
CHUMASH CLASS - Shabbat
morning before Shacharit.
GEMARA SHIUR - Tuesday
night, 8:15 PM following Maariv
with Avi Sonnenblick
FUNDAMENTALS OF JEWISH
THOUGHT - On Shabbat after
Kiddush. Currently: “Understanding
Rabbi Soloveitchik's Adams 1 & 2".

Ahavat Achim Future Events
Dec. 17 - Kiddush sponsored by Jay
Laufer to commemorate the yahrzeit of
his brother Yehuda Ben Chaimע”ה.
Dec. 17 - Rabbi Willig, Scholar-InResidence. Details to come.
Dec. 18 – “The Shoah Journey of 228
Eastern European Jewish Girls”,
presented by the Allan Brauner, 9:15 AM,
For details, click here: Shoah Discussion.
Dec. 20 - Board Meeting
Dec. 23 - Chanukah Dinner
Dec. 24 - Y-Studs Concert at 7:30 PM
Jan. 7 - Suedah Shlishit sponsored by the
Wigod and Sokoloff families in memory
of Ron’s and Cheryl’s ע”הparents Leonore
(Leah bat Zev )ע”הand Benjamin (Boruch
Chaim ben Zevulun Aryeh )ע”הSokoloff.
Jan. 14 - Noah Greenbaum Bar Mitzvah
Feb. 11 - Yachad Shabbaton
Feb. 18 - Kiddush sponsored by Eisman
family in honor of Daniel’s Auf Ruf and
upcoming wedding to Shira Redlich.
Feb. 25 - Kiddush sponsored by Agress
family on the yahrzeit of Stephen’s father
HaRav Hyman Agressז”ל.
Mar. 11 - Michael Riskin Bar Mitzvah

Gita Cooperwasserע”ה
Youth Program
Groups begin at
10:15 AM. Youth
Leaders for this
Shabbat are Uri
Garfunkel & Ben Greenbaum.
All children are expected to be in
Junior Congregation/Groups or in
shul with their parents. Please ensure
that your children are not inside or
outside of the building unsupervised.

Sisterhood Book Club
Next book will be All My
Puny Sorrows, by Miriam
Toews.

Shirley Vann has dedicated this week’s Covenant & Conversation (used with permission
of the Office of Rabbi Sacks) in memory of her beloved mother Necha bat Yitzchokע”ה.
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Coach Gila Presents . . .

Moms Need to Eat Too!
Preparing Healhy On-The-Go Lunches
8:00pm
Monday, December 12, 2016
Congregation Ahavat Achim
1825 Saddle River Road
Fair Lawn, NJ
Admission:
$10 Ahavat Achim Sisterhood Members
$15 nonmembers
For information contact:
sisterhood@ahavatachim.org
RSVP's requested but your presence is always welcome!

Coach Gila guides her clients to change their relationship with food, end yoyo dieting, lose
weight, heal from autoimmune diseases, and manage IBS and Diabetes. She consults for food
markets, schools, corporations, providing highimpact, practical tips and tools that are easy to
implement and create sustainable change. For more information about Coach Gila, visit her
website www.mainassethealth.com

The Men’s Club of Ahavat Achim proudly presents:

The Shoah Journey of 228 Eastern European
Jewish Girls
by

Allan Brauner
This is the story of the journey of 228 girls, (age 13+) from their homes in 14 European
countries - through shared experience in Auschwitz - through the
Death March - through liberation and building of a life - or tragically
perishing.
While researching at the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum
(USHMM), one document stood out - it had Allan's mother’s signature
from Auschwitz, along with 227 others. Who were these girls? What
were their backgrounds and eventual fates? Sources include
USHMM, Ancestry, Bad Arolsen, YIVO, National Archives, Janina
Congregation (NYC), "The 20th Train", The Spielberg Shoah
Foundation, Wikipedia, Obituaries, Google, and conversation with some of the girls who
survived.

Both men and women are welcome to attend.
Date:
Time:

Sunday, December 18, 2016
9:15 am

Place: Congregation Ahavat Achim
18-25 Saddle River Road
Fair Lawn, NJ 07410
Food: A light breakfast will be served.
Cost:

FREE if reservation made by December 15th
$5.00 for all others

RSVP: By Email: MensClub@AhavatAchim.org
By Phone: 201-519-7951
We encourage you to pay your Men’s Club dues if you haven’t done so already
($36 or $25 if you purchase $200 worth of scrip).

The Birth of the World’s Oldest Hate
Vayetse 2016 / 5777
“Go and learn what Laban the Aramean sought to do to our father Jacob. Pharaoh made his
decree only about the males whereas Laban sought to destroy everything.” This passage from the
Haggadah on Pesach – evidently based on this week’s parsha – is extraordinarily difficult to understand.
First, it is a commentary on the phrase in Deuteronomy, Arami oved avi. As the overwhelming
majority of commentators point out, the meaning of this phrase is “my father was a wandering
Aramean”, a reference either to Jacob, who escaped to Aram [Aram meaning Syria, a reference to Haran
where Laban lived], or to Abraham, who left Aram in response to God’s call to travel to the land of
Canaan. It does not mean “an Aramean [Laban] tried to destroy my father.” Some commentators read it
this way, but almost certainly they only do so because of this passage in the Haggadah.
Second, nowhere in the parsha do we find that Laban actually tried to destroy Jacob. He deceived
him, tried to exploit him, and chased after him when he fled. As he was about to catch up with Jacob, God
appeared to him in a dream at night and said: ‘Be very careful not to say anything, good or bad, to Jacob.’
(Gen. 31:22). When Laban complains about the fact that Jacob was trying to escape, Jacob replies:
“Twenty years now I have worked for you in your estate – fourteen years for your two daughters, and six
years for some of your flocks. You changed my wages ten times!” (31:41). All this suggests that Laban
behaved outrageously to Jacob, treating him like an unpaid labourer, almost a slave, but not that he tried
to “destroy” him – to kill him as Pharaoh tried to kill all male Israelite children.
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Third, the Haggadah and the seder service of which it is the text, is about how the Egyptians
enslaved and practised slow genocide against the Israelites and how God saved them from slavery and
death. Why seek to diminish this whole narrative by saying that, actually, Pharaoh’s decree was not that
bad, Laban’s was worse. This seems to make no sense, either in terms of the central theme of the
Haggadah or in relation to the actual facts as recorded in the biblical text.
How then are we to understand it?
Perhaps the answer is this. Laban’s behaviour is the paradigm of anti-Semites through the ages. It
was not so much what Laban did that the Haggadah
is referring to, but what his behaviour gave rise to, in
century after century. How so?
Laban begins by seeming like a friend. He
offers Jacob refuge when he is in flight from Esau

“Laban’s behaviour is the paradigm
of anti-Semites through the ages. It
was not so much what Laban did that
the Haggadah is referring to, but
what his behaviour gave rise to, in
century after century.”

who has vowed to kill him. Yet it turns out that his
behaviour is less generous than self-interested and calculating. Jacob works for him for seven years for
Rachel. Then on the wedding night Laban substitutes Leah for Rachel, so that to marry Rachel, Jacob has
to work another seven years. When Joseph is born to Rachel, Jacob tries to leave. Laban protests. Jacob
works another six years, and then realises that the situation is untenable. Laban’s sons are accusing him
of getting rich at Laban’s expense. Jacob senses that Laban himself is becoming hostile. Rachel and Leah
agree, saying, “he treats us like strangers! He has sold us and spent the money!” (31:14-15).
Jacob realises that there is nothing he can do or say that will persuade Laban to let him leave. He
has no choice but to escape. Laban then pursues him, and were it not for God’s warning the night before
he catches up with him, there is little doubt that he would have forced Jacob to return and live out the
rest of his life as his unpaid labourer. As he says to Jacob the next day: “The daughters are my daughters!
The sons are my sons! The flocks are my flocks! All that you see is mine!” (31:43). It turns out that
everything he had ostensibly given Jacob, in his own mind he had not given at all.
Laban treats Jacob as his property, his slave. He is a non-person. In his eyes Jacob has no rights,
no independent existence. He has given Jacob his daughters in marriage but still claims that they and
their children belong to him, not Jacob. He has given Jacob an agreement as to the animals that will be
his as his wages, yet he still insists that “The flocks are my flocks.”
What arouses his anger, his rage, is that Jacob maintains his dignity and independence. Faced
with an impossible existence as his father-in-law’s slave, Jacob always finds a way of carrying on. Yes he
has been cheated of his beloved Rachel, but he works so that he can marry her too. Yes he has been
forced to work for nothing, but he uses his superior knowledge of animal husbandry to propose a deal
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which will allow him to build flocks of his own that will allow him to maintain what is now a large family.
Jacob refuses to be defeated. Hemmed in on all sides, he finds a way out. That is Jacob’s
greatness. His methods are not those he would have chosen in other circumstances. He has to outwit an
extremely cunning adversary. But Jacob refuses to be
defeated, or crushed and demoralised. In a seemingly
impossible situation Jacob retains his dignity,
independence and freedom. Jacob is no man’s slave.

“In a seemingly impossible
situation Jacob retains his dignity,
independence and freedom. Jacob
is no man’s slave.”

Laban is, in effect, the first anti-Semite. In age
after age, Jews sought refuge from those, like Esau, who sought to kill them. The nations who gave them
refuge seemed at first to be benefactors. But they demanded a price. They saw, in Jews, people who
would make them rich. Wherever Jews went they brought prosperity to their hosts. Yet they refused to be
mere chattels. They refused to be owned. They had their own identity and way of life; they insisted on the
basic human right to be free. The host society then eventually turned against them. They claimed that
Jews were exploiting them rather than what was in fact the case, that they were exploiting the Jews. And
when Jews succeeded, they accused them of theft: “The flocks are my flocks! All that you see is mine!”
They forgot that Jews had contributed massively to national prosperity. The fact that Jews had salvaged
some self-respect, some independence, that they too had prospered, made them not just envious but
angry. That was when it became dangerous to be a Jew.
Laban was the first to display this syndrome but not the last. It happened again in Egypt after the
death of Joseph. It happened under the Greeks and Romans, the Christian and Muslim empires of the
Middle Ages, the European nations of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and after the Russian
Revolution.
In her fascinating book World on Fire, Amy Chua argues that ethnic hatred will always be directed
by the host society against any conspicuously successful minority. All three conditions must be present.
[1] The hated group must be a minority or people will fear to attack it.
[2] It must be successful or people will not envy it, merely feel contempt for it.
[3] It must be conspicuous or people will not notice it.
Jews tended to fit all three. That is why they were hated. And it began with Jacob during his stay
with Laban. He was a minority, outnumbered by Laban’s family. He was successful, and it was
conspicuous: you could see it by looking at his flocks.
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What the sages are saying in the Haggadah now becomes clear. Pharaoh was a one-time enemy of
the Jews, but Laban exists, in one form or another, in age after age. The syndrome still exists today. As
Amy Chua notes, Israel in the context of the Middle East is a conspicuously successful minority. It is a
small country, a minority; it is successful and it is conspicuously so. Somehow, in a tiny country with few
natural resources, it has outshone its neighbours. The result is envy that becomes anger that becomes
hate. Where did it begin? With Laban.
Put this way, we begin to see Jacob in a new light. Jacob stands for minorities and small nations
everywhere. Jacob is the refusal to let large powers crush the few, the weak, the refugee. Jacob refuses to
define himself as a slave, someone else’s property. He maintains his inner dignity and freedom. He
contributes to other people’s prosperity but he defeats every attempt to be exploited. Jacob is the voice
that says: I too am human. I too have rights. I too am free.
If Laban is the eternal paradigm of hatred of conspicuously successful minorities, then Jacob is
the eternal paradigm of the human capacity to survive
the hatred of others. In this strange way Jacob becomes
the voice of hope in the conversation of humankind, the
living proof that hate never wins the final victory;
freedom does.
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“In this strange way Jacob
becomes the voice of hope in the
conversation of humankind, the
living proof that hate never wins
the final victory; freedom does.”
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